
TURN-KEY AMENITY  
FOR YOUR COMMUNITY

Simple, effective and 
engaging parklet solutions, 
delivered Australia-wide.



Call us crazy, but 
we turn skip bins 
into parklets.





As they say, one person’s 
trash is another person’s 
treasure, and nothing 
could be more true for our 
product! Using a skip bin as 
a base, we transform “trash” 
into a moveable, flexible, 
intelligent parklets to be 
treasured by your community 
for years to come.

Skiplet is an Australian 
owned and operated 
company committed  
to creating simple, 
effective and engaging 
parklet solutions.



tayla & michael 
bricktown café owners

“looking over the coffee machine  
at the skiplet full of happy people 
enjoying their coffees and sangas  
has made this one for the books.

besides looking amazing, it has  
more than doubled our outdoor  
dining capacity. we love our  
skiplet – what a vibe!”



Skiplets are 
currently being 
installed across 
Australia to help  
our clients:

_  Support cafes and local 
businesses with additional 
outdoor seating

_  Activate Main Streets  
and attract people back  
to local areas

_  Enhance tree canopy  
and vegetation to assist 
with urban cooling

_  Drive economic 
development and  
increase venue capacity 
for business owners

_  Attract people back to 
our country’s towns and 
regions to support tourism

_  Pilot projects that seek to 
transform car parks into 
places for people

_  Widen footpaths in 
response to COVID-19 
safety measures

Our design is:

Intelligent 
equipped with the latest 

smart-city technology

Sustainable 
using responsibly sourced,  
recycled, local materials

Safe 
Robust design that is compliant  

with road safety standards  
and accessible to everyone

Flexible and Modular 
allowing multiple skiplets to be  
joined to create larger spaces
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DDA Compliant Ramp 
Linking Skiplet to the kerb for 
a smooth transition between 
footpath and allowing inclusive 
access.

Adjustable Heights 
Jacking systems included as  
a standard feature to allow easy 
adjustments to a variety of kerb 
heights and locations.

Surfaces 
All Skiplets come standard 
with timber decking and 
anti-slip edging to improve 
safety, visability and overall 
compliance.

Traffic Management 
All Skiplets come with built 
in traffic management 
infrastructure as standard - all 
set neatly within a planter box 
filled with natives.

Reflective Signage 
Installed at each end of the 
Skiplet for increased visibility, 
particularly at night.

Shade 
Skiplets come standard with 
multiple umbrella holders, and 
a canopy can be added as an 
extra if further protection is 
required.

Post Holes  
At each corner of the Skiplet, 
holes for posts have been 
installed to provide added 
flexibility. They can be used for 
solar powered lighting solutions 
or even more signage. Note: 
infrastructure (including posts) 
is an extra cost.

Our Unique Design

Our Skiplets are designed to  
fit within a standard car 
parking bay - we can even 
link them together to take  
up multiple spaces. 

Using a skip bin as a base  
helps us to maintain 
compliance and safety while 
giving clients the flexibility  
to customise and create their 
own unique experiences. 

Manufactured in Victoria using 
responsibly sources, recycled, 
local materials, our Skiplets 
come standard with the 
following features:
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We’re ready for Winter!

Our canopy structures help 
to transform Skiplets into a 
turn-key parklet solution for 
any season. Purpose-built using 
high-quality local materials, 
they are stable and secure, 
providing protection from all 
weather conditions including 
sun, wind and rain.



Café Skiplet  
provides additional seats for 
patrons while leaving room for 
pedestrians on the footpath,  
with options for signage to help 
retailers get noticed.

Stage Skiplet 
Ready for buskers and performers 
to work their magic – equipped  
with speakers, power, lighting and 
even a built-in donation box.

Inclusive Play Skiplet 
a compliant, inclusive play area  
that is designed for children of  
all ages and abilities. 

Urban Farm Skiplet 
multiple garden beds filled with  
delicious produce, all with 
educational signage to allow 
meaningful engagement from  
people of all ages.

Recharge Skiplet  
seating, shade, planting, solar 
powered phone charging and  
great music is all you need to 
relax and recharge in this mobile 
public space. 

One Planet Skiplet  
captures carbon and rainwater, 
powers lights using solar power, 
and comes with built-in furniture 
made from recycled ocean plastic 
– all while feeding the bees and 
educating the community.

Contact us directly for  
the full specifications  

and information pack for 
any Skiplet in our range

hello@skiplet.com.au

Our Skiplet Range

We have a wide variety  
of Skiplets that can  
be hired or purchased  
and delivered anywhere  
in Australia within weeks:



We have a range of extras 
available to help you make 
your Skiplet your own. 
We’ve tried to keep it as 
simple as possible, costing 
each extra on a per Skiplet 
basis so you can easily see 
where costs come from. 
The hardest part for you 
will be making a choice!

Customising Skiplets

_  Art Series Skiplets

_  External Timber Cladding 
(natural or composite)

_  Solar Lighting

_  Solar Charging Stations

_  Generator

_  Extra Bench Seating

_  Extra Café Tables  
and Seating

_  Extra Garden Beds

_  Mature Trees

_  Bike Racking

_  Bike Servicing Station

_  Doggo Amenities

_  Local Signage

_  Joinery of multiple Skiplets

_  Delivery Australia-Wide



Client Borough of Queenscliffe

Location Point Lonsdale Road (Main Street)

Skiplet Product 6m Cafe Skiplets, Standard Entry

Number Installed 4

Businesses Supported 4

Outdoor Seats Created 40 seats plus bench standing room

Timing Hired Nov 2020, installed Dec 2020

Status Active

Point Lonsdale

Every summer, the small coastal town of Point Lonsdale 
experiences a huge surge of holiday makers. In December 
2020, 4 Skiplets were installed on the Main Street to help 
local businesses increase outdoor seating capacity and 
with it, patronage and revenue. Hired by the Borough 
of Queenscliff, the Skiplets have been overwhelmingly 
successful, with all businesses requesting they become  
a permanent fixture.



Client Borough of Queenscliffe

Location Hesse Street

Skiplet Product 6m Cafe Skiplets, Standard Entry

Number Installed 8

Businesses Supported 8

Outdoor Seats Created 80

Timing Hired Nov 2020, installed Dec 2020

Status Active

Queenscliffe

A key tourist hub of the Bellarine Peninsula, Queenscliffe is 
an important local economic centre. In response to COVID, 
and in preparation for a busy summer period, Council 
invested in eight Skiplets to ensure local businesses could 
safely accommodate an influx of tourists – inside and 
outside their venues. These Skiplets successfully create 
parking for people – not cars – along the entire Main 
Street, as well as at the loved Queenscliffe General Store. 



Noble Rot Wine Bar

There’s nothing like enjoying a wine with friends in the 
sunshine, and we created our Skiplet Wine Bar so people 
could do just that! By combining quality design with 
local compliance, we are able to help local businesses 
accommodate four to six additional customers per wine 
bar. Through a successful partnership with local business 
Noble Rot Wine Bar, along with the support of the Borough 
of Queenscliffe, Skiplet piloted our wine bars outside – 
accommodating 6 additional customers plus additional 
alfresco area. The feedback has been amazing, and 
additional wine bars are being rolled out across Victoria. 
Skiplet is proud to support amazing local businesses, and 
Noble Rot has been no exception!

Client Borough of Queenscliffe

Location Point Lonsdale Road (Main Street)

Skiplet Product Wine Bar

Number Installed 1

Businesses Supported 1

Outdoor Seats Created 6

Timing Hired Nov 2020, installed Dec 2020

Status Active



Kingston Arts Centre

The Kingston Arts Festival is something the local community 
looks forward to every year, and 2021 was no exception. As 
one of the first major events help since COVID began, we 
were proud to be a part of this great event along-side a 
memorable line of musicians and performers. Our Skiplets 
provided a 30 capacity seating area to support local 
businesses and retailers who popped up at the event.

Client City of Kingston

Location Kingston Arts Centre

Skiplet Product 6m Hybrid Stage / Café Skiplet

Number Installed 2 (joined)

Businesses Supported 4

Outdoor Seats Created 30

Timing Hired Feb 2021, 6 weeks

Status Active



Brotherhood Yiros and Grill

Skiplets are perfect for narrow streets with insufficient 
footpath for pedestrian movements, let alone alfresco 
dining. This is proven perfectly through this project snapshot 
of a Skiplet placed outside Brotherhood Yiros and Grill in 
Seddon in partnership with the City of Maribyrnong. Our 
6m café Skiplet looks right at home here, with an amazing 
street art backdrop courtesy of famous artist Heesco.

Client City of Maribyrnong

Location Seddon, Melbourne

Skiplet Product 6m Café Skiplet

Number Installed 1

Businesses Supported 1

Outdoor Seats Created 14

Timing 3-6 months

Status Active



Matt York

Our Founder

Matt York is a Landscape Architect 
and Designer with over 20 years 
experience throughout Australia, 
South-East Asia and Europe. He is 
a highly regarded creative leader 
who loves people and cities of all 
shapes and sizes. Passionate about 
demonstrating the many values 
of open space, achieving true 
inclusion in our cities, and helping 
cities test and grow new models of 
living; he is one committed human.



Contact us directly for  
the full specifications  
and information pack for  
any Skiplet in our range. 

helloskiplet

hello@skiplet.com.au

skiplet.com.au


